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Airbus joins a coalition for sustainable aviation 

Read the full news 

Australia’s Apa spearheads in the first hydrogen-ready transmission  

   pipeline project 

Read the full news 

Austrian companies sign up for using hydrogen in heavy vehicles 

Read the full news 

Hexagon Purus selected for hydrogen fuel cell project for construction 

  equipment  

Hexagon Purus will, for the first time, contribute to the development of zero-emissions equipment in the construction 

industry. Hexagon Purus will deliver a 700 bar turn-key renewable hydrogen storage system for a demonstration 

project with a heavy equipment manufacturer to develop a fuel cell powered construction machine. The project will 

advance the understanding of the viability of hydrogen fuel cell power as a replacement for a traditional internal 

combustion engine to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

Itochu to develop local supply-demand business in Japan’ Kyushu 

Read the full news 

Quantum Fuel Systems receives $22M order for virtual pipeline trailers, 

   including hydrogen  

Quantum Fuel Systems , a fully integrated alternative energy company, has been selected by Certarus Ltd. to deliver 

industry-leading virtual pipeline trailers for natural gas in 2021 with a total value of approximately US$ 22 million. 

Certarus will receive Quantum's VPLite45/40' trailers, which have a gaseous capacity of about 472k standard cubic 

feet and weigh less than 59k pounds fully loaded. The contract includes a development agreement for hydrogen virtual 

pipeline trailers to be delivered by the end of 2021. Certarus is in active discussions over several potential hydrogen 

pilot projects in which Quantum will provide trailers to transport hydrogen.  
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Spain’s Nortegas advances towards blending hydrogen in gas   

  network 

Read the full news 

Xebec secures $59M in credit for renewable natural gas and 

hydrogen installations 

Xebec Adsorption Inc announced today (24th February) that it has secured credit facilities with National Bank 

of Canada’s Technology and Innovation Banking Group for a total value of up to CA$ 59.25 million. The 

expanded facilities will provide Xebec with greater financial flexibility and cash management to pursue its 

growth trajectory and its acquisition strategy to develop a North American and European Cleantech Service 

Network for its increasing renewable natural gas and hydrogen installations. 
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